
MEL USAGE

Master Minimum Equipment List (MMEL). Description. A minimum equipment list (MEL) is a list which provides for the
operation of aircraft.

Those statistics are posted below. Optionally run a build script to automate the optimization of your site - e.
Such permission will not be granted to allow the aircraft to operate outside conditions set by the corresponding
MMEL. Select the report type and then choose statistics at the the Site level. The usage statistics will display.
To get usage statistics, click on Pull Usage. Master Minimum Equipment List MMEL Description A minimum
equipment list MEL is a list which provides for the operation of aircraft, subject to specified conditions, with
particular equipment inoperative which is prepared by an operator in conformity with, or more restrictive than,
the MEL established for the aircraft type. The MEL is entirely separate from the Configuration Deviation List
CDL , which is a list of secondary airframe and engine components which may be recorded as missing for
without prejudicing the acceptance of an aircraft for flight. If you are using a server-side templating
framework, then you will need to integrate this starting HTML with your setup. Click on Sign In. You're likely
to find the corresponding server configs project listed in our Server Configs repository. Fill out all of the
contact information in the form and click on Register. Read It! It includes some initial JS to help get you
started. In any case, if multiple unserviceabilities exist, the MEL should be consulted for each individual item
to check if there are any incompatibilities for each of the associated dispatch conditions. ICAO Annex 6:
Operation of Aircraft The operator shall include in the operations manual a minimum equipment list MEL ,
approved by the State of the Operator which will enable the pilot-in-command to determine whether a flight
may be commenced or continued from any intermediate stop should any instrument, equipment or systems
become inoperative. It includes some initial CSS to help get you started from a solid foundation. Host your
site on a server other than Apache? There will be options to Email, Download, or Print the results. About the
CSS. Add some content, style, and functionality. If you want to use different Apple Touch Icons for different
resolutions please refer to the according documentation. Once you have selected the date range, which fields
to show, sort order, format, and number of lines per page, you can choose to: view the statistics immediately
Show Report , send them to an email address E-mail Report , or schedule reports to automatically be sent to
designated email addresses at pre-determined intervals Schedule Report. The Database and Title Reports are
defaulted to show Selected statistics, which you can choose from the drop-down list. The FAA system is
similar except that FAA considers an approved MEL to be a Supplementary Type Certificate STC issued to a
particular aircraft by serial number and registration number as a way of providing authority to fly it in a
condition other than that at which it was originally type-certificated. For more info on this topic, please refer
to MSDN. About crossdomain. You may be prompted to create a new password in order to fully log in. Select
a reporting option under Summarize By. Select the Standard Reports tab. About the JavaScript. You can use it
as the location and basis for your own project's documentation. Click on My Account in the upper right. Run
your site locally to see how it looks. The decision as to whether or not to accept for flight an aircraft which has
multiple unserviceabilities which would individually be allowable by MEL provisions ultimately rests with the
designated Aircraft Commander, subject to guidance promulgated on a proactive or ad hoc basis by the aircraft
operator. Click on Generate Report. Icons Replace the default favicon. Libraries, plugins, and custom code can
all be included here. In Standard Reports, statistics can be viewed in several formats.


